Purpose {#sec1}
=======

Locally-advanced cervical cancer is treated with concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The standard of care for radiotherapy is external beam radiation treatment (EBRT) and a brachytherapy (BT) boost to the tumor area using an intracavitary/interstitial applicator. The recommended EBRT dose to the target is 45-50 Gy in 1.8-2.0 Gy/fraction \[[@cit0001]\], with a BT boost up to a total dose of at least 90 Gy~EQD2~, expressed as equivalent dose in 2 Gy fractions (EQD~2~) to at least 90% of the clinical target volume at high-risk (CTV-HR). To avoid toxicity, the cumulative dose to the 2 cm^3^ with the highest dose (D~2cm3~) from EBRT and BT to the bladder and rectum should not exceed 90 Gy~EQD2~ and 75 Gy~EQD2~, respectively \[[@cit0002],[@cit0003]\].

To evaluate the cumulative bladder and rectum D~2cm3~ of EBRT and BT, the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) recommends that the EBRT dose to the organs at risk should be considered uniform and equal to the prescription dose, meaning that the EBRT prescription dose and the BT dose-volume histogram (DVH) parameters can simply be added \[[@cit0004]\]. However, intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) as well as adaptive EBRT strategies such as plan-of-the-day strategies \[[@cit0005]\], are being increasingly used to create highly conformal dose distributions ([Figure 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Possibly, the delivered dose from EBRT to organ at risk (OAR) is non-uniform near the location of the planned BT boost, causing the estimated cumulative D~2cm3~ to be inaccurate at the time of brachytherapy planning. This might lead to errors in establishing the dose-response relationship. It should therefore be investigated whether it is preferable to sum the 3D dose distributions instead of using the uniform dose (UD) method.

![**A, B)** Axial (upper panel) and sagittal (lower panel) view of a patient CT/MRI with a color wash of the planned VMAT/BT dose. The VMAT dose is not uniform in the proximity of the bladder/rectum walls (blue/orange) closest to the target (red/pink). **C)** CBCT of the first fraction with the total delivered dose from EBRT accumulated using DIR for the bladder as described in this paper. **D)** MRI with the accumulated dose from EBRT and BT, which is calculated by summing the delivered VMAT and planned BT dose distribution. Color version available](JCB-10-34224-g001){#f0001}

When accumulating the total dose, deformable image registration (DIR) can be used to account for deformation due to differences in bladder and rectum filling and/or the presence of air as well as the effect of the applicator on the position of the bladder and rectum. In earlier studies \[[@cit0006],[@cit0007],[@cit0008],[@cit0009],[@cit0010]\], the added value of DIR for the calculation of cumulative bladder and rectum D~2cm3~ was investigated and small differences (\< 5%) with the UD method were found. However, in these previous studies, the planning images of BT and EBRT were registered and subsequently the planned EBRT dose was summed with the planned BT dose. At the time of BT planning, the delivered EBRT dose may deviate from planned dose due to daily positioning variability and daily variation in organ filling. Moreover, for clinical patients treated with a plan-of-the-day strategy, the delivered EBRT dose near the location of the planned BT boost has not yet been investigated. A plan-of-the-day strategy in combination with smaller margins may lead to a non-uniform delivered EBRT dose to the BT high-dose volumes.

The impact of EBRT dose non-uniformity in the planned BT high-dose volumes has never been investigated before, while taking into account the daily interfraction motion during EBRT. In the present study, we calculate the delivered EBRT dose for each fraction using the daily anatomy from the cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan acquired prior to irradiation, and then sum the accumulated delivered EBRT dose to the planned BT 3D dose distribution.

The aim of the present study is therefore to evaluate an adaptive EBRT planning procedure, if it is necessary to account for EBRT dose non-uniformity with deformable image registration when evaluating the cumulative EBRT and BT dose in bladder and rectum.

Material and methods {#sec2}
====================

Patients, dose scheme, and imaging {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------

In this study, ten patients treated for locally-advanced cervical carcinoma (FIGO stages IIA-IVA) were investigated. The patients were treated with EBRT, receiving 46 Gy in daily fractions of 2 Gy (8 patients) or 46.2 Gy in 1.65 Gy fractions, with a para-aortal boost up to 56 Gy in 2 Gy fractions (2 patients), and a BT boost. For patients treated with 46 Gy in 2 Gy fractions, five received an additional simultaneous-integrated boost (SIB) of 0.4 Gy per fraction to affected lymph nodes. These lymph nodes were located in the region between the aortic bifurcation above the internal/external iliac, and the dose to these nodes will not contribute to the BT boost region. All patients were treated according to a plan-of-the-day strategy \[[@cit0011]\]. Besides two planning CTs (i.e., full and empty bladder), all patients received CBCT imaging (Synergy platform, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) before irradiation. For both planning CTs, the corresponding primary CTVs (pCTVs), consisting of the gross tumor volume, cervix, corpus-uterus, and upper part of the vagina, were registered using a structure-based DIR algorithm \[[@cit0012]\]. With the resulting deformation vector field, 1-3 patient-specific primary internal target volumes (pITVs) were generated. For each pITV, a primary planning target volume (PTV) was generated by enlarging the part of the pITV including the corpus-uterus with an 8 mm margin and the part of the pITV, including the cervix and vagina with a margin of 8 mm, 8 mm, and 13 mm in left--right, superior--inferior, and anterior--posterior direction, respectively \[[@cit0011]\].

A patient-specific plan library was defined by generating 1-3 plans corresponding to the different target volumes. Each treatment day the library plan best fitting the anatomy as observed on the pre-fraction CBCT image was selected.

EBRT was planned with volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) for nine patients, and with intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) for one patient. For all EBRT plans (46 Gy~EQD2~, 46 Gy~EQD2~ + SIB or 46.2 Gy~EQD2~), the same bladder and rectum dose constraints were applied. For the target, ≥ 99% of the PTV should receive ≥ 95% of the prescription dose, with a conformity index (V~95~/PTV volume) \< 1.35. A hotspot criterion was used for bladder and rectum (D~1cm3~ \< 103% of the prescription dose, i.e., 46 Gy/46.2 Gy). The dose fall-off region from 45-22.5 Gy was aimed to be \< 1.2 cm.

For brachytherapy, a dose of 24 Gy in pulse doses of 1 Gy every hour was delivered to the high-risk CTV (CTV~HR~) using the Utrecht CT/MR compatible applicator (Elekta, Veenendaal, The Netherlands), with vaginal ovoids and interstitial needles where needed for lateral coverage. Prior to the BT delivery, T~2~-weighted Turbo Spin Echo MRI (in-plane resolution 0.5 × 0.5 mm^2^, slice thickness 3.3 mm) was acquired on an Ingenia 3T MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) \[[@cit0013]\]. Brachytherapy planning was performed using Oncentra Brachy 4.5 (Elekta, Veenendaal, The Netherlands), using a library for applicator reconstruction. The plan was manually optimized aiming at a cumulative D~90~ (minimal dose received by 90% of the volume) of 90-95 Gy~EQD2~ from EBRT and BT on the CTV~HR~. To spare the bladder and rectum, the planned cumulative D~2cm3~ from EBRT and BT should not exceed 90 Gy~EQD2~ and 75 Gy~EQD2~, respectively. The radiotherapy techniques are described in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}, and typical planned EBRT and BT dose distributions are shown in [Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} (A and B).

###### 

Radiotherapy techniques for EBRT and PDR BT

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       External beam radiation therapy                             Brachytherapy
  ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
  Treatment type                       VMAT/IMRT                                                   PDR

  Treatment planning system            Oncentra 4.3[\*](#tf1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}               Oncentra Brachy 4.5[\*](#tf1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Dose calculation algorithm           Collapsed cone                                              Based on the TG-43 formalism

  Imaging                              CT images                                                   T~2~-weighted Turbo Spin Echo MRI

  Scanner specification                LightSpeed RT16 (GE, WI, USA)                               Ingenia 3T (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands)

  Imaging resolution (mm^3^)           1.2 × 1.2 × 3                                               0.7 × 0.7 × 3.3

  Dose calculation grid size (mm^3^)   3 × 3 × 3                                                   1 × 1 × 1

  Planning aims                        PTV V~95~ ≥ 99%\                                            CTV~HR~ D~90~ 85-90 Gy~EQD2~ Bladder/rectum D~2cm3~ \< 80/65 Gy~EQD2~
                                       Bladder V~45Gy~ \< 40%\                                     
                                       Rectum V~40Gy~ \< 70%\                                      
                                       Bladder + rectum D~1cm3~ \< 103% of the prescription dose   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden

PTV -- planning target volume; CTV~HR~ -- high-risk clinical target volume; D~90~ -- minimal dose received by 90% of the volume; V~95~ -- the percentage of the volume receiving ≥ 95% of the prescription dose; V~45Gy~/V~40Gy~ -- the percentage of the volume receiving ≥ 45/40 Gy; D~2cm3~/D~1cm3~ -- minimal dose to 2 cm^3^/1 cm^3^ with the highest dose; EQD2 -- equivalent dose at 2 Gy

On the computed tomography (CT), CBCT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, the bladder was delineated, and the rectum was delineated from the rectosigmoid junction to the level of the anal sphincter. For EBRT, patients were instructed to have a full bladder daily, while a catheter was inserted for BT to guarantee a minimum bladder filling. No rectal management was applied for BT dose delivery.

Study-specific daily dose calculation of external beam radiotherapy {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

For all 10 patients, CBCTs of all fractions were available, in total 240 images. Accurate CBCT-based dose calculation is difficult with the Elekta Synergy CBCT system used in this study because the Hounsfield Units (HU) numbers are not accurate. To enable daily dose distribution calculation for all images, CT HU numbers were mapped to CBCT images by registering the planning CT to CBCT images using DIR ([Figure 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@cit0014]\]. For each pre-fraction CBCT image, the planning CT with accurate HU numbers was deformed to represent CBCT images using a B-spline deformable image registration based on intensity values (VelocityAI, version 3.1.0/3.2.0, Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Of the two available planning CT's (i.e., full and empty bladder), we selected the CT with the closest bladder volume to the daily anatomy of the CBCT for this step. Prior to the deformable image registration, a rigid registration was performed to match the bony anatomy. The deformable match was visually assessed to ensure that the body contours and the soft tissue matched sufficiently. The quality of CT-to-CBCT deformable registration in the pelvic area using the VelocityAI software was investigated previously and DIR results were reported to be accurate for dose calculation \[[@cit0015],[@cit0016]\].

![**A)** Sagittal view of a patient CBCT with the bladder/rectum delineations (blue/orange). **B)** The planning CT with accurate HU numbers deformed to the CBCT frame of reference. Color version available online](JCB-10-34224-g002){#f0002}

Each daily selected plan was used to calculate the corresponding daily dose distribution.

Deformable image registration for dose accumulation {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------

To accumulate the delivered EBRT dose and EBRT + BT dose, the structure-guided DIR available in VelocityAI was used. This is a hybrid version of the B-spline DIR, where a higher weight is assigned to voxels within the structure. Our method is similar to earlier described DIR strategies for dose accumulation \[[@cit0017],[@cit0018]\]. To obtain DIR of sufficient quality, all delineated EBRT and BT images were converted into binary images before DIR for bladder and rectum separately. Two registrations for each patient were created for bladder and rectum separately to improve the quality of each registration in the proximity of the evaluated organ.

First, all CBCT images were registered to the CBCT of the first fraction (CBCT1) using deformable image registration. A mapping was established to propagate delineated structures on each subsequent CBCT to CBCT1 scan. Next, the CBCT1 image was deformably registered to the BT planning MRI to obtain a mapping of delineated structures on CBCT1 to the BT MRI.

Dose accumulation {#sec2.4}
-----------------

For both organ-specific matches, the deformation vector fields (DVFs) obtained with the CBCT-to-CBCT DIR were used to map all EBRT fraction doses to the CBCT1 frame of reference. This is the delivered dose distribution from all EBRT fractions ([Figure 1C](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). The CBCT1-to-MRI DVF was used to map the delivered EBRT dose distribution and organ contours to the frame of reference of the planned BT dose distribution. Next, the EBRT and BT doses were converted to EQD~2~ on a voxel-by-voxel level (Matlab R2014b, Mathworks Inc., MA) using LQ-model-based equations with an α/β value of 3 Gy for late OAR toxicity and a 1.5 hour repair half-time \[[@cit0019],[@cit0020]\]. Finally, the EBRT and BT doses were summed to create the accumulated dose ([Figure 1D](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic overview of the workflow.

![Schematic overview of the workflow for accumulating the EBRT + BT dose](JCB-10-34224-g003){#f0003}

Dosimetric data analysis {#sec2.5}
------------------------

Bladder and rectum D~2cm3~ were acquired using VelocityAI. For the DIR method, D~2cm3~ was calculated from the accumulated dose distributions for both rectum and bladder. For the UD method, the cumulative D~2cm3~ was calculated by adding the planned dose of 46 Gy~EQD2~/46.2 Gy~EQD2~ to the D~2cm3~ from BT. For both methods, the mean and range of bladder and rectum D~2cm3~ were calculated for all patients as well as the difference in D~2cm3~ (DIR-UD).

DIR accuracy {#sec2.6}
------------

The dice similarity coefficient (DSC) \[[@cit0021]\] was used to compare propagated and reference contours. DSC quantifies the spatial overlap of the matched bladder and rectum. Additionally, the surface distance error (SDE), i.e., the Euclidean distance between the reference and propagated contours, was determined for each bladder/rectum match \[[@cit0022],[@cit0023]\]. Over all bladder/rectum matches, the mean DSC and range over all patients were calculated. The 25^th^, 50^th^, 75^th^, and 100^th^ percentile of the mean SDEs were calculated for all bladders/rectums.

Results {#sec3}
=======

Cumulative DVH parameters {#sec3.1}
-------------------------

The D~2cm3~ mean and range for bladder and rectum are shown in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}. The difference range (DIR-UD) was --0.2-3.7% (--0.2-3.9 Gy~EQD2~) for bladder and --1.9-3.7% (--1.0-3.7 Gy~EQD2~) for rectum, meaning that the dose to the OAR calculated with DIR was at most 104% of the dose calculated with the UD method. Individual patient results can be found in [Figure 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

The mean and the range over all patients of the cumulative D~2cm3~ calculated with the DIR method and the UD method, and the difference ΔD~2cm3~ (DIR-UD), in bladder and rectum

  --------------------------------------------------------------
  Bladder                                    
  ---------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Method                 DIR\                Uniform dose\
                         Mean (range)        Mean (range)

   D~2cm3~ (Gy~EQD2~)    75.6 (57.4-106.9)   74.5 (56.6-103.2)

   ΔD~2cm3~ (Gy~EQD2~)   --                  --1.1 (--3.7-0.2)

  **Rectum**                                 

  Method                 DIR\                Uniform dose\
                         Mean (range)        Mean (range)

   D~2cm3~ (Gy~EQD2~)    63.2 (50.6-74.7)    63.3 (49.7-77.5)

   ΔD~2cm3~ (Gy~EQD2~)   --                  0.0 (--2.8-1.0)
  --------------------------------------------------------------

D~2cm3~/D~1cm3~ -- minimal dose to 2 cm^3^/1 cm^3^ with the highest dose; EQD2 -- equivalent dose at 2 Gy

![The cumulative D~2cm3~ calculated with the DIR and UD method for bladder and rectum. For visualization, the difference in D~2cm~ ^3^ of the DIR method with the UD method (ΔD~2cm~ ^3^) is plotted](JCB-10-34224-g004){#f0004}

DIR accuracy {#sec3.2}
------------

For every patient, the mean DSC over all bladder/rectum matches was calculated. For the bladder, the mean DSC was 0.96, ranging between 0.95-0.97 over all patients. The mean rectum DSC was 0.92 (range, 0.89-0.94).

For the bladder, the mean SDE over all registrations was 0.7 mm, ranging between 0.5-0.9 mm. For the rectum, the mean SDE was 0.9 mm (range, 0.4-1.9 mm). Individual patient results are shown in [Figure 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. For the CBCT1-to-MRI registration, which was used to map the delivered EBRT dose distribution to the frame of reference of the planned BT dose distribution, the DSC ranged over all patients between 0.94-0.98 for bladder and for rectum between 0.89-0.92. The mean SDE varied for bladder between 0.3-0.7 mm and for the rectum between 1.0-1.9 mm.

![Boxplot of the mean surface distance errors with the 25^th^, 50^th^, 75^th^, and 100^th^ percentile over all fractions, for all patients in bladder and rectum. The table shows the mean dice similarity coefficient (DSC) over all fractions](JCB-10-34224-g005){#f0005}

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

In the present study, we investigated if it is necessary to account for non-uniformity of the dose from adaptive EBRT with deformable image registration when evaluating the cumulative bladder and rectum D~2cm3~ from EBRT and BT at the time of BT planning. To our knowledge, this is the first study to estimate the delivered dose from EBRT and to compare the D~2cm3~ from the accumulated EBRT and BT 3D dose distribution to the UD method for patients treated with a plan-of-the-day strategy. For the total EBRT + BT dose, small differences were found between UD and DIR (ΔD~2cm3~ \< 3.9 Gy~EQD2~).

There are many uncertainties related to brachytherapy planning for cervical cancer \[[@cit0024],[@cit0025]\]. Delineation uncertainty, inter- and intrafraction motion, and applicator reconstruction uncertainty because of e.g., image distortions, are major contributors to the total uncertainty for the estimation of the total radiotherapy dose \[[@cit0026],[@cit0027]\]. Calculation of the accumulated dose to bladder and rectum with the ICRU formalism \[[@cit0020]\] may lead to additional uncertainty, since it assumes that the delivered EBRT dose is uniform. In this paper, we accumulated the dose from EBRT and BT using DIR, while taking into account interfraction motion between EBRT fractions. Since we found small differences between the DIR and UD method, this study shows that using the ICRU formalism leads to small additional uncertainty for the estimated total EBRT and BT dose.

In previous studies, the dose effect relationship for late side effects was determined for bladder and rectum using the UD method \[[@cit0028],[@cit0029]\]. Regardless of whether UD or DIR was used to calculate D~2cm3~, in our study, the risk remained within 5-10% for nine out of ten patients. For one patient, the cumulative bladder dose exceeded the dose limit of 90 Gy~EQD2~ and was as high as 103 Gy~EQD2~, since the bladder wall was part of the target. For another patient, the rectum dose was relatively high, with a value of 74.6 Gy~EQD2~. Still, the risk of side effects remained within 11-14% with DIR or UD. Based on these results, we conclude that DIR provides no added value over the UD method for the evaluation of bladder/rectum D~2cm3~ in order to predict organ toxicity.

For dose warping purposes, it is desirable to obtain high voxel-to-voxel correspondence after DIR. With our current methods, we did not directly investigate the voxel-to-voxel correspondence, and the DIR method used for dose accumulation was not validated using ground truth data. After DIR, we found a high mean DSC (bladder: 0.96, rectum: 0.92) and small mean SDE (bladder: 0.7 mm, rectum: 0.9 mm) for both bladder and rectum. For the evaluation of D~2cm3~, it is relevant to know whether mismatches are located near the BT boost region. Visual assessment showed that for all registrations, the contours were overlapping near the BT boost. The mean SDE distribution showed that for all registrations, the distance between points on the matched contours was small after DIR (\< 1.9 mm) compared to the imaging resolution of the planning scans (CT = 1.2 × 1.2 × 3 mm^3^, MRI = 0.7 × 0.7 × 3.3 mm^3^). Since EBRT doses were calculated with a 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^ resolution, dose points warped at this precision or lower were considered reliable. Moreover, since the EBRT dose is uniform near the high-dose volumes of brachytherapy, the impact of mismatches after DIR is limited. For bladder and rectum D~2cm3~, the difference between the values calculated with the UD and DIR method were indeed small. We therefore conclude that the DIR performance was sufficiently accurate for accumulating the bladder and rectum D~2cm3~.

Patients in this study were treated with smaller margins than for conventional VMAT/IMRT cervix plans to increase organ at risk sparing. Our results show that the EBRT dose near the BT boost can be considered uniform even when a conformal plan-of-the-day strategy is used. For patient treated at our facility with the currently available conformal treatment planning strategies, it is therefore not necessary to accumulate the bladder and rectum dose of EBRT and BT with DIR at the time of brachytherapy planning. Recently, planning strategies have been developed to create even more conformal EBRT dose distributions such as for proton therapy \[[@cit0030]\] or online MRI guidance \[[@cit0031]\]. It may be necessary to use DIR when accumulating the dose from EBRT and BT in these cases.

The small differences we found between the DIR and UD method are not unexpected, since for all patients a hotspot criterion (D~1cm3~ \< 103% of the prescription dose) was used. When such a criterion is not used, the delivered EBRT dose near the planned BT boost may be non-uniform, and DIR may have added value over the UD method.

Four out of the ten patients were treated with an additional SIB boost to pathological lymph nodes. For these patients, the difference between DIR and UD was also small. Possibly, for patients receiving a SIB boost special care needs to be taken during EBRT planning to avoid a non-uniform dose near the planned BT high-dose volumes, such as the hotspot criterion used in this study.

In our previous study \[[@cit0008]\], differences between the DIR and UD method for the planned EBRT dose were investigated without considering the effect of interfraction motion between EBRT fractions and plan selection. Four patients from this previous study were also analyzed in this study. For the delivered EBRT dose calculated in our present study, differences between DIR and UD were up to 2.5 times larger than for the planned EBRT dose. Regardless whether the delivered or planned EBRT dose was investigated, the risk of late side effects remained within 5-10% for these patients.

A limitation of this study is the use of CBCT delineations to guide DIR. Due to the low contrast and imaging artifacts, CBCT images may be less suitable for delineations than CT or MRI. Both for bladder \[[@cit0032]\] and rectum \[[@cit0033],[@cit0034]\], the inter-observer variation is small on CBCT, showing these structures can be recognized and delineated on CBCT.

In this study, the effects of intrafraction motion during EBRT were not incorporated in the estimation of the delivered EBRT dose. In a previous study \[[@cit0035]\], intrafraction motion during EBRT was studied for cervical cancer using bladder and rectum delineations of pre- and post-fraction CBCT scans. The change in rectum volume during one fraction was negligible but the average bladder volume changed by on average 62 cm^3^. However, in this study, the time interval between the pre-and post-fraction scan was 20.8 min, while in our institute, the time interval is less than 7 min. The dosimetric impact of intrafraction motion during EBRT is therefore limited for bladder and rectum.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

For the accumulated D~2cm3~ in bladder and rectum from EBRT and BT, we found small differences between UD and DIR (\< 4%). For the evaluation of D~2cm3~ it can be assumed that the VMAT/IMRT dose delivered with adaptive EBRT to bladder and rectum near the planned BT boost is uniform.
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